and Colleges. It contains eighteen essays by an international set of scholars focusing on the creation of "expert knowledge" through university research and on the social and economic role of that knowledge in the United States and European countries. The essays are of two kinds: (1) case studies of particular issues in specific countries (e.g., the Historikerstreit among West German scholars concerning the Nazi era; the impact of nineteenth-century student activism on the formation of Swedish research universities; the role of the Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development in setting research agendas); and (2) concise general surveys of larger themes (e.g., the exceptionalism of American higher education; the growing fragmentation of research, teaching and study; the dominance of scientific discourse in modern higher education). The strength of the collection is in its international (and historical) view of higher education; its weakness is the random nature of its topics so typical of a Festschrift. (Robert Walther)


The theme of this stimulating and thoroughly readable collection of fifteen papers is the democratization of higher education. All but two were originally published in the Winter 1990 issue of the South Atlantic Quarterly. The conference, described by one of the participants as "a rally of [the] cultural left," covered topics as varied as technology, pedagogy, homophobia and television, framed in discussions of "the canon" and the relationship between politics and learning. The contributors include scholars such as Stanley Fish, Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Richard Rorty, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, and Barbara Herrnstein Smith. They share the premise that the educational curriculum—any educational curriculum—is historically contingent, and they therefore embrace, with varying degrees of enthusiasm, the demand to open the curriculum to African Americans, gays, women and others who have been kept outside, a project that Gates describes as "the necessary work of canon deformation and reformation." (Stephen Lehmann)


Theodore Besterman, as every student in library school learns, was one of the preeminent systematic bibliographers of the twentieth century. Both his World Bibliography of Bibliographies and his 107-volume edition of Voltaire's letters are massive works of modern scholarship. This volume reprints four biographical essays on Besterman and a selection of his own scholarly writings, mostly on various aspects of bibliography and on Voltaire. The book ends, inevitably, with a bibliography of the "Great Cham of Bibliography's" own works (revealing his strong interest in theosophy and the paranormal) and a bibliography on him. (Robert Walther)


Examining the popularization and commercialization of culture in the years between the two world wars, Rubin analyzes "middlebrow" institutions such as the Herald Tribune's weekly supplement Books, the Book of the Month Club, "great books" teaching and publishing programs, Will Durant's "outlines," and radio book-chat programs. The book focuses largely on the women and men who shaped these institutions—a strategy that is itself characteristically "middlebrow"—and on the tensions between elitist and democratic values they reflected and worked through. Although for the most part not an explicit theme of the book, relationships between the academy and the popularizing media are evident on virtually every page. Rubin's